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ABSTRACT

The Message Passing Interface (MPI) is one of the most widely used programming models for parallel computing. However, the amount of memory available to an MPI process is limited by the amount of local memory within a compute node. Partitioned Global Address Space (PGAS) models such as Unified Parallel C (UPC) are growing in popularity because of their ability to provide a shared global address space that spans the memories of multiple compute nodes. However, taking advantage of UPC can require a large re-coding effort for existing parallel applications.

In this paper, we explore a new hybrid parallel programming model that combines MPI and UPC. This model allows MPI programmers incremental access to a greater amount of memory, enabling memory-constrained MPI codes to process larger data sets. In addition, the hybrid model offers UPC programmers an opportunity to create static UPC groups that are connected over MPI. As we demonstrate, the use of such groups can significantly improve the scalability of locality-constrained UPC codes. This paper presents a detailed description of the hybrid model and demonstrates its effectiveness in two applications: a random access benchmark and the Barnes-Hut cosmological simulation. Experimental results indicate that the hybrid model can greatly enhance performance; using hybrid UPC groups that span two cluster nodes, RA performance increases by a factor of 1.33 and using groups that span four cluster nodes, Barnes-Hut experiences a twofold speedup at the expense of a 2% increase in code size.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

D.1.3 [Programming Techniques]: Concurrent Programming—Parallel programming; D.3.3 [Programming Languages]: Language Constructs and Features—Concurrent programming structures
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Message Passing Interface (MPI) is considered to be the de facto standard for parallel programming today [11]. The flexible, feature-rich interface provided by MPI has successfully allowed many complex scientific applications to be represented and mapped efficiently to large-scale high-end computing systems. However, the amount of memory available to an MPI process is limited by each process’s virtual address space; and, for a variety of scientific applications, this space is insufficient to solve emerging problems.

Many scientific applications today are written in MPI using a one-process-per-core model that partitions memory among the cores. As systems grow, memory per core remains constant or decreases. Shared memory hybrid parallel programming with MPI and OpenMP avoids partitioning of memory and, for some applications, provides access to a large enough amount of memory to simulate increasingly large problems [18]. For many other applications, however, the memory requirement grows superlinearly with problem size. In particular, the simulation of the phenomena in the nucleus of an atom via the Green’s function Monte Carlo (GFMC) method has a per process memory requirement that grows as $2^{A} \cdot A!$ in the number of nucleons [17]. Hybridization of this MPI code with OpenMP has successfully extended it to simulate carbon-12, which requires roughly 0.5 GB memory per node. For larger atoms, however, the per-MPI-process memory requirements quickly exceed the available memory per node. Thus, a new solution is needed.

Partitioned global address space (PGAS) models such as the Unified Parallel C (UPC) [21] are relative newcomers to large-scale sci-
entific computing. However, they are gaining popularity because of their ability to provide access to a large, convenient shared global address space. This global address space can span the memory of multiple processes providing access to a large aggregate storage space rather than being restricted by each process’s virtual address space. This, together with powerful locality-aware one-sided mechanisms to access the global address space, makes UPC an attractive model for space-constrained scientific codes. However, converting existing parallel programs to UPC to take advantage of its global address space is a daunting task and can require rewriting large amounts of code.

In this paper, we present a new hybrid parallel programming model that combines MPI and UPC, allowing the programmer to leverage the strengths of both models. The hybrid model provides an incremental pathway to extending existing MPI programs to utilize UPC’s partitioned global address space and powerful one-sided communication features. The hybrid model also enables UPC programmers to leverage MPI for process management and to create static UPC groups connected with MPI communication links. Such groups can be applied to static, distributed, shared multi-dimensional arrays that provide the highest convenience and productivity to UPC programmers. These static groups can eliminate the complexity of manual redistribution of UPC shared data while greatly improving the scalability of UPC codes that lose performance through diminishing locality as the number of processors grows. In addition, interoperability with MPI exposes opportunities for UPC programmers to take advantage of existing parallel libraries and solvers, such as ScalAPACK [5].

This paper presents a detailed description of the hybrid MPI+UPC parallel programming model and describes the tools and techniques needed to enable hybrid execution and mitigate the complexity of managing two parallel programming models. Using these techniques, we demonstrate the effectiveness of the model in two applications: a random-access benchmark that models the characteristics of the GFMC many-body simulation and the Barnes-Hut cosmological n-body simulation [3]. Experimental results indicate that for UPC global address spaces that span four cluster nodes, the hybrid model offers up to a twofold speedup for Barnes-Hut and a 25% performance boost for the random access benchmark when compared with a baseline execution on the same number of processor cores. In the case of the Barnes-Hut benchmark, the complexity cost of hybridization was a 2% in the number of lines of code. To our knowledge, this is the first such demonstration of a hybrid MPI+UPC application.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give an overview of the MPI and UPC parallel programming models and discuss why MPI-2 one-sided messaging extensions fall short of providing the desired global address space programming model. In Section 3 we describe the hybrid MPI+UPC programming model, breaking it into three models that vary the relationship between UPC and MPI: flat, nested-funnelled, and nested-multiple. In Section 4 we present an experimental evaluation of the hybrid model in two applications: a random-access benchmark and the Barnes-Hut n-body simulation.

2. OVERVIEW OF MPI AND UPC

In this section we provide an overview of the MPI and UPC parallel programming models and discuss the strengths and weaknesses of each model in order to identify the advantages of combining them to form a hybrid programming model. Overall, we find that hybridization with UPC compliments MPI codes by adding a large, asynchronous global address space and that hybridization with MPI enhances UPC by providing additional mechanisms for locality control.

2.1 The Message Passing Interface

The Message Passing Interface (MPI) [11] is one of the most prevalent and highly tuned parallel programming models and is available on most high-performance computing systems. The MPI-1 standard provides for two-sided messaging where communicating pairs of processes call Send andRecv to transmit a message, as well as a variety of powerful and efficient collective operations. The MPI-2 standard [12] added support for one-sided messaging that allows processes to perform remote access to exposed regions of memory. In this model, processes collectively expose windows of memory for remote access. The window may then be accessed in either active or passive target mode. Under the active target mode, the host explicitly synchronizes its window between accesses; under the passive target mode, remote processes may access the window without any explicit interaction from the host.

MPI-2’s passive mode provides a model similar to UPC’s global address space programming model. However, while the passive mode provides the capability to access remote memory in a one-sided manner, it is more restrictive than a global address space in terms of its consistency, coherence, and synchronization characteristics [6, 20]. These restrictions have enabled MPI-2 to be supported on a variety of systems, including those that do not provide a cache coherent memory system. However, on systems that do provide memory coherence, these same portability restrictions make it difficult for the programmer to get access to the productivity and performance gains provided by the hardware. In comparison, UPC’s model assumes memory coherence and is able to support fine-grained, asynchronous communication and dynamic distributed data structures that present challenges to the MPI-2 model. For these reasons, MPI-2’s model is generally considered to provide one-sided messaging rather than a global address space. The restrictions on passive mode communication can be summarized as follows:

**Access Epochs**: The remote process must always lock a window before accessing it. The time between lock and unlock operations is referred to as the access epoch. All accesses, including local accesses and accesses that do not overlap, must occur within an access epoch; otherwise the program is in error.

**Ordering**: During an access epoch, puts and gets to a window may be reordered by the runtime system. Thus, if a location is written to within an epoch, it cannot be read from or written to again within the same epoch. This restriction makes algorithms that perform read-modify-write operations extremely difficult to implement.

**Concurrency**: All accesses to a window, whether local or remote, must occur within a locked access epoch. Hence, concurrency may be greatly impacted if the number of windows is low. Because MPI-2’s locks are associated with window objects, the programmer may be compelled to create multiple windows in order to achieve finer-grained locking.

**Window Creation**: Window creation is a collective operation. Thus, the creation of multiple windows to increase concurrency must be done collectively. Hence, handling dynamic allocation of elements in distributed data structures (e.g., trees) may require the user to create a system for managing preallocated buffers.
Shared Pointers: MPI window objects cannot be transferred between processes. Thus, creation of distributed linked data structures requires extra bookkeeping in order to create an out-of-band system for managing portable shared pointers.

2.2 Unified Parallel C

UPC is a extension of the C programming language that adds support for parallel programming with distributed, shared data. UPC is supported on both shared- and distributed-memory systems and presents the programmer with a logically partitioned global address space that is physically distributed across available memory domains. Under UPC, every shared data element has affinity to a distinct processor, and UPC exposes this data locality information to the programmer so that it can be leveraged to enhance performance. Shared data can be accessed through language-level support as well as through explicit one-sided communication operations. Regardless of location, all data in the global address space can be accessed without explicit help from the data’s owner.

A distinct advantage of UPC over libraries such as MPI is that, because of its language extensions, UPC can offer a tunable approach to performance. The programmer may start with a sequential program and convert it to a simple, shared-memory implementation. From this implementation, the programmer can then incrementally enhance the performance by tuning data locality and array distributions and by relaxing the memory model. For performance-critical sections of the code, the programmer can delve more deeply through explicit memory management and one-sided communication.

In spite of these advantages, UPC does not provide process groups, and UPC’s distributions do not provide the flexibility needed to allocate distributed shared arrays on a subset of processors. Thread teams have been proposed as a UPC extension. However, it is unclear how dynamically created teams can be applied to statically declared distributed shared multidimensional arrays, which offer the highest convenience to UPC programmers. As we discuss in Section 3, the hybrid MPI+UPC model offers a solution that allows the programmer to replicate static shared arrays over hybrid groups.

3. MPI + UPC HYBRID MODEL

The hybrid MPI+UPC programming model combines MPI and UPC in the same program, allowing the programmer to take advantage of MPI’s locality control and UPC’s global address space. Because UPC is an extension to the C programming language and MPI is a library, a hybrid program is simply a UPC program with calls to the MPI library. This program is compiled with the UPC compiler and linked with the MPI libraries. Many existing scientific applications are written in MPI using Fortran. These programs can still benefit from hybridization by linking with an external UPC library that provides access to data stored in a global address space.

In the UPC terminology, a single unit of execution is referred to as a UPC thread. Each thread in a UPC execution is given a unique thread’s rank and can make UPC calls independently. The second and third models show two nested modes where multiple UPC executions have been launched in the context of a single, outer MPI environment. Each UPC process can communicate via UPC only within its group. Intergroup communication is performed by using MPI. The nested-funnelled model provides an operational mode similar to the funnelled mode in hybrid MPI+threads. That is, only the master process per group gets an MPI rank and can make MPI calls. The nested-multiple model, on the other hand, provides a mode where every UPC process gets its own MPI rank and can make MPI calls independently.

When a hybrid MPI+UPC program is executed, the execution is parameterized by a set of ranks and a set of group sizes. The hybrid model inherits the UPC constants THREADS and MYTHREAD, which specify the number of UPC threads (i.e., processes) within a UPC execution and an individual thread’s rank. Similarly, each process in the outer MPI execution has a rank within the MPI WORLD communicator and is provided with the size of the MPI execution. In the nested model, where multiple UPC instances are launched as part of the same outer MPI environment, the execution is further parameterized by a group rank and the number of groups.

Thus, from the point of view of a single computational entity in a hybrid computation, the structure of the hybrid execution can be fully described by the group, UPC THREAD ID, and MPI rank,

\[ ID = (id_{\text{group}}, id_{\text{UPC}}, id_{\text{MPI}}), \]

and by the number of UPC groups, UPC group size (we assume a model where all UPC groups are the same size), and MPI communicator size,

\[ N = (n_{\text{group}}, n_{\text{UPC}}, n_{\text{MPI}}). \]

These two sets of parameters fully describe all hybrid MPI and UPC combinations. However, this model may be unnecessarily complex for some codes. In the next two subsections, we describe two restrictions on this model, the flat and nested-funnelled models, which offer lower complexity when the full model is not needed. We also describe the full nested-multiple model and provide techniques to mitigate complexity and improve programmability. For each model, we give an example hybrid dot product code. This simple code is not intended to motivate the hybrid model because efficient MPI- and UPC-only implementa-
#include <upc.h>
#define N 100*THREADS
int main(int argc, char **argv) {
    int i, rank, size;
    double sum = 0.0, dotp;
    MPI_Init(&argc, &argv);
    MPI_Comm hybrid_comm;
    MPI_Comm_split(MPI_COMM_WORLD, 0, MYTHREAD, &hybrid_comm);
    MPI_Comm_rank(hybrid_comm, &rank);
    MPI_Comm_size(hybrid_comm, &size);
    upc_forall((i = 0; i < N; i++; i)
        sum += v1[i]*v2[i];
    )
    MPI_Finalize();
    return 0;
}

Figure 2: Hybrid dot product example in the flat model.

With the nested model, shown in Figure 1(b) and 1(c), can be viewed in two ways. For MPI programmers, this model reflects an outer MPI execution that contains several UPC executions, each with its own global address space. For UPC programmers, this model can be viewed as multiple instances of their UPC program connected using an outer layer of MPI. Thus, each UPC thread can exchange its UPC rank with other UPC threads, and all UPC processes and groups may all differ, this model requires the full parameterization: \( ID = (\{n_{UPC}, n_{MPI}\}) \) and \( N = (n_{UPC}, n_{MPI}) \).

In Figure 4 we show the dot product example written for the nested-multiple execution model. In the nested-multiple model, all UPC threads per group (we assume groups are of uniform size) and the number of MPI ranks per group.

3.2.2 Nested-Multiple Model

Nested-multiple is the most powerful because it allows MPI to span all processes in all groups. However, this added flexibility comes with greater complexity. Because the number of UPC and MPI processes and groups may all differ, this model requires the full parameterization: \( ID = (n_{group}, n_{UPC}, n_{MPI}) \) and \( N = (n_{group}, n_{UPC}, n_{MPI}) \).

In Figure 4 we show the dot product example written for the nested-multiple execution model. In the nested-multiple model multiple UPC groups are launched, and all processes in each group initialize MPI. There is no guarantee that MPI will be able to assign ranks that are contiguous within a UPC group because it is unaware of UPC. Thus, each group has to identify its group ID using a separate mechanism. For example, all MPI processes with UPC thread ID zero can exchange their MPI ranks with each other, sort them, and use this ordering as its UPC group ID. However, if
#include <upc.h>
#include <mpi.h>

#define N 100*THREADS
shared double v1[N], v2[N];
shared double our_sum = 0.0;
shared double my_sum[THREADS];
shared int me, np;

int main(int argc, char **argv) {
    int i, B;
    double dotp;

    if (MYTHREAD == 0) {
        MPI_Init(&argc, &argv);
        MPI_Comm_rank(MPI_COMM_WORLD, (int*)&me);
        MPI_Comm_size(MPI_COMM_WORLD, (int*)&np);
    }

    upc_barrier;

    B = N/np;
    my_sum[MYTHREAD] = 0.0;
    upc_forall(i=me*B;i<(me+1)*B;i++; &v1[i])
        my_sum[MYTHREAD] += v1[i]*v2[i];
    upc_all_reduce(&our_sum, my_sum[MYTHREAD], UPC_ADD, 1, 0, NULL,
                   UPC_IN_ALLSYNC | UPC_OUT_ALLSYNC)

    if (MYTHREAD == 0) {
        MPI_Reduce(&our_sum, &dotp, 1, MPI_DOUBLE,
                   MPI_SUM, 0, MPI_COMM_WORLD);
        if (me == 0) printf("Dot = %f\n", dotp);
        MPI_Finalize();
    }

    return 0;
}

Figure 3: Nested-funneled dot product.

The MPI ranks are renumbered to be contiguous across groups and
given that we have restricted groups to be of uniform size, we can find
the group ID by dividing the MPI rank by the size of a group $n_{group} = \frac{n_{MPI}}{THREADS}$. Likewise, since
all processes are part of the outer MPI environment, the number of
groups can be found by dividing the number of MPI ranks by
the size of a group, $n_{group} = \frac{n_{MPI}}{n_{UPC}}$.

This renumbering of MPI ranks can be accomplished by
exchanging $r_0$, the MPI rank of thread 0 in every group and calling
$MPI_{Comm}_{split}$ with the same color and key $= r_0 \cdot THREADS + MYTHREAD$. The result is a new communicator
where the MPI ranks have been assigned contiguously across UPC groups.

Once renumbering is complete, the work is partitioned into blocks
of indices assigned to each group and again into individual iterations
assigned the each UPC thread within a group. In contrast
to the two-step reduction required by the nested-funneled model, in the nested-multiple model all threads participate
in the outer level of MPI parallelism the partial sums can be reduced to
the global sum directly through a collective call to $MPI_{Reduce}$.

3.3 Launching Hybrid Computations

Launching a hybrid MPI+UPC application requires nesting one
or more UPC launches within an MPI launch. MPI and UPC both
require bootstrap mechanisms that spawn processes either through
an existing remote shell service or through specialized servers and
pass execution information to the new processes through the environment or command line arguments. This information informs
the new process of how to join the computation, often by providing
the location of a bootstrap server that can be reached over an existing
communication channel such as TCP/IP. In this section we describe
tools and techniques that can be used to launch hybrid computations.
The complexity involved in launching hybrid jobs can easily
be hidden from the user via a wrapper that automates this process.

3.3.1 Nested-Funneled Launching

The nested-funneled model requires an MPI launcher that supports
MPMD launching in order to provide different parameters to each UPC group. Below is an example launch where each
MPMD task provided to mpiexec is separated by a ":":".

```bash
$ mpiexec \
  -env HOSTS=hosts.1 upcrun -n N myapp \
  -env HOSTS=hosts.2 upcrun -n N myapp \
  ... 
```

In this example several MPI tasks are launched, each of which executes upcrun. Each instance of upcrun is supplied with a different
value for the environment variable $HOSTS$, which informs upcrun
which hosts it should launch the UPC group on. Once UPC has
bootstrapped and brought each group online, a single UPC thread
from each group will call $MPI_{Init}$ to start MPI and request an
MPI rank.
3.3.2 Flat and Nested-Multiple Launching

When flat and nested-multiple hybrid applications are launched, each task (i.e., UPC group) that the MPI launcher starts will request multiple ranks. In contrast, in the nested-funneled case each task requests only a single rank. We have extended the Hydra process manager that is included with the MPICH2 MPI distribution [1] to allow the user to specify how many ranks will be assigned to each task that is launched. This specification is accomplished through the --ranks-per-proc flag.

Using the Hydra process manager, a flat hybrid program is launched as follows:

```bash
$ mpiexec --ranks-per-proc=N \ 
  upcrun -n N myapp
```

In this case, a single task is launched that will in turn launch an $N$-process UPC execution. Each UPC thread will then initialize MPI, requesting $N$ total ranks from the single task that mpiexec has launched. Thus, --ranks-per-proc informs the MPI process manager of this change in the MPI bootstrapping model.

A nested-multiple hybrid program is launched as follows:

```bash
$ mpiexec --ranks-per-proc=N \ 
  -env HOSTS=hosts.1 upcrun -n N myapp \ 
  : -env HOSTS=hosts.2 upcrun -n N myapp \ 
  : ...
```

In this case, multiple MPI tasks are launched, and each will spawn an $N$ process UPC execution. The --ranks-per-proc flag is used to inform the MPI process manager that each task it launched will require $N$ ranks.

4. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

We evaluate the hybrid programming model using two benchmarks: a random access benchmark and a hybrid implementation of the Barnes-Hut cosmological $n$-body simulation. These applications were chosen because their baseline UPC implementations exhibit poor performance as the number of processors is increased, due to a corresponding decrease in locality. In addition, both hybrid MPI+UPC benchmarks demonstrate the use of distributed, shared data structures that are challenging to implement with MPI alone: a distributed shared array that supports fine-grained, one-sided access and a distributed shared tree.

4.1 Random-Access Benchmark

The random-access benchmark models an application where a large, distributed shared array is accessed by all processors with an irregular access pattern. Replicating the array on all processors is not possible because of memory limitations, and exchanging information via a regular communication pattern is not feasible because of the irregular access pattern. This benchmark is motivated by Green’s function Monte Carlo codes where irregular accesses are performed on large shared arrays and information is accumulated locally. Periodically this local information is contributed to the global solution [17].

The random access benchmark uses a static UPC distributed shared array of the form:

```c
shared double data[n];
```

The array is cyclically distributed with the default block size of 1 across all threads. Once the array has been initialized, every process performs a fixed number of accesses to random elements in the array. For each access, they perform 1,000 floating-point operations of computation. When run in full UPC mode, shown in Figure 5(a), a single array of $n$ elements is distributed across all UPC threads. Thus $n/THREADS$ elements are local to each thread. When run in hybrid mode, the benchmark executes in the nested-multiple model, as shown in Figure 5(b). In this model, multiple UPC groups will be launched, and each UPC group will have a full replica of the array that is distributed across only the UPC threads in the group. For groups of size $G$, therefore, $n/G$ elements will be local to each thread. This benchmark demonstrates replication of shared arrays through hybridization and effectively trades space for locality.

4.2 Hybrid N-Body Simulation

Barnes-Hut is an $n$-body cosmological simulation algorithm [3]. This algorithm simulates the pairwise gravitational interactions of $n$ bodies distributed through a 3D region of space. Each body has a position, mass, and velocity associated with it; the algorithm simulates the motion and interaction of the bodies given their initial conditions. Barnes-Hut improves on the naive $O(n^2)$ algorithm by summarizing the interaction of distant bodies as an interaction with the center of mass of their region of space. Thus, Barnes-Hut has a computational complexity of $O(n \log n)$.

In Algorithm 1 we present the hybrid MPI+UPC Barnes-Hut algorithm written for the nested-funneled execution model. Barnes-Hut iterates the simulation for $t_{max}$ time steps. In each time step a new oct-tree is created to represent the decomposition of the 3D region of space under simulation, and the bodies are loaded into the tree. Each node in the oct-tree represents a volume of 3D space. When a node is split, it is split in half along each dimension, resulting in $2^3 = 8$ new children.

Once the tree has been built, a bottom-up traversal is done to summarize the center of mass for each subtree. Next, the bodies are evenly partitioned across all processors using a space-filling curve. When partitioning is complete, each process computes the interactions of each of its bodies to find its state in the next time step. Once all processors finish the force computation, the list of bodies is updated to reflect their new states. Next, a groupwise gather is done to assemble the new bodies into our_bodies. This groupwise gather is characteristic of the nested-funneled model because each group has a single MPI rank making for a multilevel...
models. In practice, the lower bound on group size will be dictated ever, larger groups that span multiple nodes are not possible in these space is local. On this system, 4-core groups can also be achieved an ideal performance because all data in the UPC global address and 16 cores. Groups of 4 cores span a single node and represent

4.3 Performance Evaluation

Experiments were conducted on an 877-node IBM 1350 cluster located at the Ohio Supercomputing Center. This cluster is configured with two dual-core 2.6G Hz AMD Opteron processors and 8 GB RAM in each node; the interconnect is 10 GBps Infiniband.

For our evaluation we used the Intrepid GCCUPC v2.3.4.6 compiler with the Berkeley UPC v2.8.0 runtime. The runtime was configured to use the high-performance Infiniband interconnect with the SSH bootstrap. Using the SSH bootstrap instead of the default MPI bootstrap allows us more flexibility in the interaction between UPC and MPI. For our MPI we used MVAPICH-2 v1.2 with the Hydra process manager, which provides MPMD launching support. MPI and the Berkeley UPC runtime were compiled using the Intel C compiler and hybrid applications were compiled using GCCUPC and linked with the MPI and Berkeley UPC libraries.

For each benchmark we show the performance for a baseline UPC version and hybrid MPI+UPC versions with group sizes 4, 8, and 16 cores. Groups of 4 cores span a single node and represent an ideal performance because all data in the UPC global address space is local. On this system, 4-core groups can also be achieved using the hybrid MPI with OpenMP or threads models. However, larger groups that span multiple nodes are not possible in these models. In practice, the lower bound on group size will be dictated by an application’s memory requirements and may require groups that span multiple nodes.

4.3.1 Random-Access Benchmark Performance

A weak scaling experiment was run with the random-access benchmark to show the effect of data locality on performance. Results in Figure 6 show the time required for each process to perform 1,000,000 random accesses to a distributed shared array with 1,000,000 elements. Timings are reported for the baseline UPC implementation and MPI+UPC implementations with group size 4, 8, and 16. The ideal performance for this experiment is a flat line because the work per processor is constant.

For the baseline UPC implementation, the time rapidly increases, indicating that the average latency of each array access is increasing proportionally to the number of processors. For the hybrid implementations, however, the time remains flat indicating that the average latency remains fixed regardless of the processor count.

This trend is explained by the data shown in Figure 7. In this graph, we show the percentage of all accesses to the shared array that access a local element of the array. Because the element accessed is chosen with uniform randomness, this data also shows the percentage of the array that is local to any processor. For the baseline UPC implementation, the percentage of local data decreases proportional to the number of processors as $n/\text{THREADS}$. In

```
Algorithm 1 Hybrid nested-funneled Barnes-Hut algorithm.
for i = 1 to $l_{\text{max}}$
do
  our_bodies ← ∅
  $T' ← T$
  $T ←$ Octree_Create()
  my_bodies ← partition($T'$, bodies, group_id, thread_id)
  for all $b ∈ my_bodies$
do
    $T$.insert($b$
  end for
  summarize_subtrees($T$
  for all $b ∈ my_bodies$
do
    compute_force($b$, $T$
  end for
  for all $b ∈ my_bodies$
do
    advance($b$
  end for
  our_bodies = our_bodies ∪ my_bodies
  upc_barrier
  if MYTHRLOAD = 0 then
    MPI_Allgather(our_bodies, bodies)
  end if
end for
```

Figure 6: Random-access benchmark execution time for baseline UPC and hybrid implementations.

Figure 7: Random-access benchmark percentage of local references vs number of processors.
percentage of local data references over the baseline implementation. The hybrid scheme with group size of 4 achieves almost linear scaling because this scheme fixes the group size at the size of an SMP node and all data is local. When two nodes are combined to form a group of size 8 and provide access to twice as much memory, a twofold performance increase over the baseline is achieved.

5. RELATED WORK

Hybrid parallel programming is the practice of combining multiple parallel programming models within a single application. Hybrid programming with MPI as an outer level of parallelism and OpenMP or threads as an inner, nested level of parallelism is becoming increasingly popular and has been extensively explored [2, 10, 18]. In this context, hybridization has been shown to help provide more efficient use of memory and improve the performance of many applications by leveraging shared memory to localize communication and improving load balance through malleable parallelism [9].

The Global Arrays (GA) toolkit for distributed, shared multidimensional arrays [14] is a successful PGAS model that is compatible with MPI for hybrid programming and provides a flat hybrid model. However, GA focuses specifically on shared array data and does not provide support for arbitrary shared, linked data structures. The Aggregate Remote Memory Copy Interface (ARMCI) [13] defines a low-level, one-sided communication library that provides the PGAS substrate for GA. ARMCI is fully interoperable with MPI and forms a hybrid MPI+PGAS programming model. However, ARMCI is very low level and does not provide the same convenience, programmability, and completeness (e.g., shared pointers, collectives) as UPC.

Some work has been done by the Berkeley UPC group to add support for MPI compatibility to UPC [4]. This mode of hybridization is targeted primarily at supporting the flat hybrid model for interoperability with existing MPI parallel libraries. To our knowledge, however, this paper presents the first exploration of a nested MPI+UPC hybrid programming model. The idea of using groups to improve the locality of PGAS applications has been explored in the context of Global Arrays groups and mirrored arrays [15, 16]. In addition, processor teams have been proposed as an extension to the UPC standard. However, these teams would not apply to static shared multidimensional arrays and would require such arrays to be dynamically allocated, complicating indexing. Hybrid MPI+UPC groups offer an alternative approach to dynamic processor teams by replicating static shared structures across groups.

Chapel [7], X10 [8], and Fortress [19] are new, high-productivity parallel programming languages with features that offer a union of benefits from MPI’s explicit control over data locality and UPC’s convenient global shared view of data. For existing programs, there is a significant barrier to adoption of these new models because of the cost of reimplementation. Hybrid MPI+UPC offers an alternative incremental pathway adopting these features in existing programs. In addition it will offer a testbed for evaluation of the benefits and trade-offs of partitioned-view versus global-view parallel models with respect to performance and productivity through incremental modification of existing applications. Thus, it can serve as a testing ground for developing insights that will better facilitate the development and implementation of new languages offering features for locality control as well as shared-global views.

The MPI Forum is working toward the next MPI standard, MPI-3, and is actively investigating enhancements to improve the flexibility and usability of MPI’s one-sided communication model [20] as well as improving interoperability for hybrid programming models, including UPC. Hybrid MPI+UPC can offer a different and

Figure 8: Barnes-Hut force calculation performance for baseline UPC and hybrid implementations.

Figure 9: Barnes-Hut force calculation locality, shown as the percentage of local data accesses.
more convenient model than MPI with one-sided communication because it is able to leverage UPC's high-level programming interface and tunable performance model in comparison with MPI’s library approach that requires explicit communication management.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, we have explored the hybrid programming model formed by combining MPI and UPC. This model offers an incremental pathway that allows existing applications to take advantage of MPI’s locality control and UPC’s global address space. In addition, it can serve as a testbed for developing new programming models that aim to combine these features. For memory-constrained MPI codes, the hybrid model enables the processing of larger problems by aggregating the memory of several nodes into a single, shared global address space. For locality-constrained UPC codes, the hybrid model can improve locality through the creation of UPC groups that are connected with MPI.

We evaluated this new model on two benchmarks, a random access benchmark and the Barnes-Hut n-body simulation. Compared against a baseline execution on 256 cores, we found that, for groups that span two cluster nodes, the hybrid random access benchmark yields a 25% improvement in execution time and hybrid Barnes-Hut experiences a twofold speedup. In the case of Barnes-Hut the cost of hybridization was a 2% increase in code size.
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